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Abstract: The combination of real and virtual image elements is inevitable in virtual pro-

ductions and mixed reality applications. One major problem in combining real and virtual

elements lies in the visual discrepancy between virtual and real environment. We present an

implementation of real-time relighting of a video stream with the light setting of a virtual

scene. A system is realized that utilizes image processing and modern graphics calculations

to relight the input video stream with additional depth information. A two-dimensional

contour is extracted from the video image through image processing. The contour is then

used to generate a displacement texture, which gives the two-dimensional video plane three-

dimensional depth. The video stream then can be relit with the virtual light in the scene.

An integrated markerless motion-tracking system creates the possibility to correctly position

the video with geometry in the scene. Image results, advantages, and disadvantages of the

proposed system are discussed and evaluated.

Keywords: real-time rendering, markerless motion tracking, virtual studio, augmented

virtuality, relighting, light estimation

1 Introduction

Composition of virtual and real image elements has already become a standard technique

may it be in professional cinema production with a green screen, an augmented reality app

on a smartphone, a virtual presentation of a new car model or software post-processing of a

photo. The concept of Virtual Production is finding its way into professional film productions

and virtual content can be integrated directly into live production. This makes it much easier

to control and revise content quickly. Direct feedback for the director, camera operators and

actors allows for more effective iterations and adjustments. Incorporating more complicated

techniques into production, such as motion capturing or elaborate 3D image calculations

with direct feedback, is now possible with simpler and more cost-effective means.

In the rapidly growing field of augmented reality for industrial and entertainment appli-

cations, the integration of real video recordings into a virtual environment is also central.

These applications are fundamentally designed as real-time applications and are intended to

allow the user to interact with the environment and provide direct feedback. Thus, the input
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video signal is also integrated into a virtual scene in real-time. A seamless and high-quality

embedding of the video image increases immersion and usability. For example, correctly

calculated shadows and occlusion also give the viewer additional information to spatially

orient himself in the application.

A major problem in the composition of virtuality and reality is visual discrepancies

between virtual and real content, whether in the form of different color and lighting moods,

different light scenes and shadows, or incorrect object occlusion. Despite generally excellent

image quality, combined shots can quickly look artificial and unrealistic as a result. This is

where challenges in virtual production and augmented reality still lie. A believable blending

of the different contents requires not only a good quality of the elements themselves, but also

a process to realistically align the individual elements with each other to create a coherent

and believable overall image.

The developed system implements a real-time lighting adjustment of a video texture with

the lighting mood of a virtual scene. This adjustment is done in a real-time environment

and thus is capable of being integrated in different mixed reality applications and produc-

tions. The main research questions revolve around the feasibility and quality of a real-time

illumination calculation.

2 Related Research

[GDT+19] presents a light stage that enables photorealistic relighting of a motion sequence

of a person. The complex recording system consists of a sphere of 58 rgb and 32 depth

cameras, as well as 331 led rings that spherically surround the actor. Complex processing

of the camera images using neural networks enables a volumetric three-dimensional recon-

struction of the actor. High-resolution textures and an illumination model of the surface are

also captured. The recorded data allows for realistic re-lighting of the 3D model of the actor

in an arbitrary virtual environment. led rings can be used to illuminate the subject with

two different color gradients. The color gradients are used to generate a reflection model. In

contrast to a uniform, diffuse illumination of the person with white light, the recorded tex-

tures of the color gradients contain additional the reflection properties like albedo, normals,

and gloss of the surface. The system requires memory of 650 GB and eight hours of com-

puting time in a highly optimized computer network for a 10-second or 600-frame recording.

With the Free-form Light Stage, [MDA02] present a simpler technical setup of such a light

stage. A portable light source is used to illuminate an object from different directions while

shooting from a static camera perspective. From small diffuse spheres next to the object,

the incident direction of the light can be estimated afterwards. The captured perspective

can be re-lit using these images with an arbitrary environment map.

Relighting of a video sequence in a virtual studio was implemented by [Gra06]. A multi-

camera system capture person geometry while assuming a diffuse illumination model by

segmenting the foreground by chroma keying and then computing the visual envelope. An

environment map is set up as a diffuse illumination model. A simplified form of a reflection



model is described to calculate the light intensity of a pixel from a diffuse and a specular

part. The specular part is neglected, because accurate surface normals would be necessary

for this. The diffuse component is the integral of all incoming light rays, taking into account

the direction of incidence and the surface normals. The intensity of the incident light rays

is obtained from an environment map. This environment map is a spherical high contrast

image (hdr).

A multi-camera system with video streams from different perspectives can be used to

generate the 3D geometry and surface features of a person, as presented by [TAL+07] and

[CVH07]. Multiple synchronized and calibrated video cameras are used as input to the

system. The acquisition of the geometry and skeleton of the person takes place through

markerless person tracking.

Similar [SWHG10], first compute a reflectance model from static reference footage. The

model can then be used to re-light dynamic video footage and also allows for changes in

material properties, such as adjusting the color of a person’s clothing. It deals with trans-

ferring both reflectance properties and fine shading details of loose clothing from the static

reference image to the dynamic video image. A local nearest-neighbor search is used to es-

tablish a connection between the reference shot and the target video. This search is spatially

consistent only in textured image regions, but still allows for correct transfer of color values

because multiple representations of the same color value exist in single-color image regions.

[ISS14] use the depth information from a Microsoft Kinect to estimate the normals of an

actor and separate it from the background. Using the obtained normals in combination with

an environment map, the video texture is relit.

[HNK07] also use an environment map to transfer the real occurrences of light to virtual

objects. Using two fisheye cameras, the spatial positions of the studio lights were captured,

as was done by [FKGK05]. The estimated light sources were used for generating shadows

using shadow maps.

Most of the presented work shows a high computational and hardware effort for illumi-

nation adjustments. The large number of unknown variables implies a high resource cost to

achieve good image quality. Systems that process input images in real time therefore mostly

re-light virtual objects based on the previously acquired real lighting environment, since the

necessary geometry information is already available for these virtual objects. Re-illumination

of real objects or persons requires additional acquisition of geometry and surface informa-

tion. The quality of the new illumination is therefore strongly dependent on the quality of

the captured geometry.

3 Relighting System

In the following, the proposed relighting system will be described and explained in its func-

tionality. The structure of the system as a whole is shown in figure 1.



Figure 1: Structure of the implemented system

Geometry reconstruction from visual hull Human geometry requires complex adjust-

ments to match a generic geometry with acceptable results. Elaborate algorithms would be

necessary, but again difficult to reconcile with the real-time demands of the system. There-

fore, we resort to the alternative of generating the geometry solely from the two-dimensional

video texture. This greatly simplifies geometry creation, but makes it difficult to accurately

describe the geometric surface. Thus, to describe the depth of the geometry, a simple depen-

dency of the depth z of the vertices to the distance to the contour d was defined according

to equation z = 1 − (1/(1 + d ∗ b)). The parameter b adjusts the strength of the effect.

Keying To integrate the video texture into the virtual scene, it is necessary to punch out

the relevant parts of the image from the video texture. For this purpose, a chroma keying

method in form of a shader program is used for recordings made in front of a green screen.

To compensate for the sometimes strong spill of green light onto objects in a greenbox, the

shader was extended with a spill suppression. This spill suppression limits the green value

of a pixel to the maximum value of the red and blue channels. This prevents a strong green

tint in the final video image. By limiting the green value, the affected pixel has a lower

brightness. This lost brightness is added back as a luminance value to modify only hue and

not brightness of the pixels.

Video texture transport from gpu to cpu for contour extraction The texture keyed

by a shader program is only available on the memory of the graphics unit. For contour

extraction it must be available to the cpu, so it is necessary to move the texture data to

other memory areas. This data shifting is comparatively costly. Furthermore, a synchronous

access of the cpu to gpu memory requires a stop of cpu and gpu processing and is therefore

not very suitable for real-time applications, especially if the data shift has to be performed

in every render cycle. To implement the presented system, an asynchronous read-back of



the texture data from the gpu to the cpu is used. This asynchronous read-back has the

advantage of not requiring other computations to be paused for long periods of time, but

it introduces more delay. As a result, a captured video texture is only integrated into the

graphics pipeline and ultimately displayed with an additional delay. Once the video texture

is asynchronously downloaded from the gpu, however, the further listed processing and the

re-upload of the processed texture to the graphics unit can take place within a single render

cycle.

Contour extraction All relevant contours can now be obtained from the video texture

available for the cpu. For this purpose, an integration of the open source image processing

library OpenCV was included in the Unity engine. OpenCV contains an algorithm with

the function findContours() which captures all contours in a texture as polygons or arrays

of two-dimensional points [Ope20]. The function expects a binary image as input, so the

alpha channel is extracted from the keyed texture. Thus, the contours present in the texture

have been extracted in form of two-dimensional vectors. The calculation of the contours

requires little computing power even with many existing contours and hardly degrades the

performance. However, the performance of later calculations strongly depends on the number

of contour points found. Hence it can be useful to approximate the found contours.

Tesselation shader In the following step, a geometry is created from the extracted con-

tour. To create the geometry as efficiently as possible, a tessellation shader is used. This

part of the graphics pipeline creates additional geometry on the gpu by breaking down ex-

isting surfaces into smaller parts. Thus a simple planar surface with 10 x 20 triangles and

121 vertices is sufficient as geometry, more precise details are generated at run-time on the

graphics unit (see figure 2). The vertices generated by the graphics unit can also be shifted

in depth on the gpu. This step enables the generation of geometry that can be integrated

into all lighting calculations of the graphics pipeline without compromises.

To provide information how the vertices should be shifted, a height map is necessary.

Each pixel of this height map has to be assigned a depth value depending on the extracted

contour. This filling can be optimally parallelized, which is why the use of a compute shader

is recommended here. The implemented compute shader calculates the smallest distance of

each pixel in the height map to the polygon contour. This distance is mapped to a final

color value in the target texture.

Tracking and geometry placement The generation of geometry is only done in the

local object space. Information about the global positioning of the object is missing. For

this the markerless motion tracking system is used. For test purposes or objects that are

not covered by motion tracking, a constant distance can also be specified. With markerless

motion tracking, the distance of the actor to the camera is calculated. With this calculated

distance, the planar surface is placed as a full screen plane in front of the virtual camera.

The calculated distance, the frustum height of the camera and the image format are thus



(a) Wireframe (b) Height map 2048x2048 without uv-

mapping

Figure 2: Generation of geometry from an associated height map of the mannequin in Table 2

(a) selfshadowing (b) occlusion (c) receiving shadow

Figure 3: Image results of the proposed system with a person and mannequin

used to determine the scaling and position of the plane. The correct rotation of the plane

can be solved by simply appending the transformation node of the plane under the camera,

the plane inherits the rotation of the camera.

Image rendering No additional operations are necessary to output the final RGB image,

due to the full integration of the video texture into the graphics pipeline. The created

geometry, textured with the video input signal, is lit by the virtual scene lighting just like

any other existing virtual geometry. This allows for automatic shadow calculation as well as

reflections or the application of post-processing effects. Some image results of the system in

different virtual scenes are shown in figure 3.

4 Evaluation

To evaluate the implemented relighting system, the visual quality and the real-time suitabil-

ity are assessed. To evaluate the real-time capability of the system, the additional image

delay caused by the system and the general computational load, measured by the achievable



frame rate, have to be recorded. In addition to the subjective comparison of images, various

objective metrics exist for evaluating the visual quality of images. For the objective evalu-

ation of the generated images of the system, the metrics ssim (Structural similarity index

measure) [WBSS04, HZ10], psnr (Peak signal-to-noise ratio) [HZ10], and lpips (Learned

perceptual image patch similarity) [ZIE+18] were used.

4.1 Performance measurements

Evaluating the performance of the system, a computer system with the following technical

specifications was used: Unity 2019.4 with the High Definition Render Pipeline 7.5, AMD

Ryzen 5 2600 cpu, six-core processor 3.40 GHz, 16 GB RAM, and NVIDIA GeForce GTX

1660 Super with 6 GB video memory. Static video recordings with a resolution of 1920x1080

pixels were used as input images for measuring the frame rate. The software tools Profiler

and Profile Analyzer integrated in the Unity engine were used to record and analyze the

measurements. The results of the measurements can be seen in figure 4.

Figure 4: Box graphs of the results of the performance measurement. The time axis indicates

the duration in milliseconds to calculate one render cycle.

The measurements show that the computational effort of the system depends on the

number of contour points found in the image. With less than 1000 contour points, the

above hardware is consistently able to achieve frame rates of over 50 frames per second.

With more than 1000 contour points, the system’s computation time increases significantly

and fluctuations also occur more strongly. This is because the application is dependent on

the graphics unit (gpu-bound) for its calculation with this amount of contour points. This

means that the cpu has to wait for the graphics card to start another calculation cycle

of an image. This heavier load on the graphics card is rooted in the computation of the

compute shader program, which iterates over each contour point to calculate the smallest

distance. The computation time of the compute shader is proportional to the number of

contour points.



The relighting system introduces an additional image delay due to asynchronous access

to video memory by the cpu. The delay caused by this memory access was measured

separately, and the measurement results are listed in table 1. The measured values indicate

the time in milliseconds that elapsed from the cpu requesting the texture until the texture

could actually be accessed in memory. This delay was measured using texture objects with

a resolution of 1920x1080 pixels, a color depth of 8 bit, and a memory size of 8 MB.

The measurement of the duration of the operation without calculating the relighting

system (labeled Isolated in table 1) is 10.69 ms, well below the maximum calculation time

span of 20 ms at 50 frames per second. Even in combination with the relighting system

and a moderate number of contour points, the texture is still available in the same or next

calculation cycle and thus produces a maximum delay of one frame. A high number of

contour points also causes a greater delay, the reason for this is the high load of the graphics

unit by the compute shader.

The performance measurements show that the system is suitable for real-time applica-

tions. However, the performance of the system is strongly dependent on the level of detail

of the captured contours. The larger the contour data, the longer it takes to compute the

compute shader to create the height map. To be able to guarantee a fast computation even

in cases of large contour data, an adaptive approximation of the contour data could be

implemented.

By requiring the cpu to access the video texture, the system introduces an additional

delay of approximately 20 ms. For large contour data delays of up to 60 ms were measured.

To this end, it should be noted that the asynchronous download of the video texture from

the gpu can be circumvented by of accessing the video texture closer to hardware level. The

implementation of this work uses middleware that makes the input signal from the video

card only available to the graphics unit and therefore demands the asynchronous access. A

direct access of the cpu to the video card is more complex to implement, but would make

this process unnecessary. Thus, the system would not cause any additional delays.

Number of contour points Isolated 16 55 122 284 632 1355

Mean delay in ms 10,69 15,60 15,98 15,71 19,38 32,30 60,25

Table 1: Results of measurements on the delay caused by asynchronous texture access.

4.2 Qualitative evaluation

For the best possible comparability of the images, a static setup with fixed camera, object

and light positions was chosen as seen in figure 5. The object under consideration is vertically

above the point of origin of the real studio. The real camera’s position, rotation and field

of view are tracked by the camera tracking and the parameters are applied to the virtual

camera. The position of the virtual video texture was set by measuring the distance from

the camera to the real object. The position and orientation of the virtual light was adjusted



to the measured values of the real spotlight. Light measurement with a luxmeter from the

perspective of the test object allows a replication of the light intensity in the graphics engine.

The illuminance in lux at a certain distance, here 494 lx, can be specified in the virtual scene.

To determine the strength of the ambient light component, the illuminance on the test object

at the camera position was measured with the headlight off. The measured value of 180 lx

was set as the ambient illuminance of the skybox in the graphics engine.

Figure 5: Schematic diagram showing the setup of the evaluation recordings.

The test objects were then each recorded under four lighting scenarios: with a real

spotlight, with the relighting system and a virtual light, with a simple three-dimensional

plane and a virtual light, and completely without additional lighting. In each case, the

images were taken from the graphics engine to prevent any differences in the image that

might occur due to different hardware or software components. The captured images are

listed in table 2. The metrics listed above were calculated for the images, using the images

illuminated by the real spotlight as reference images.

The computed quality metrics do not show any improvement of the relighting system

in comparison to simple virtual geometry. With the limited range of results, neither signif-

icantly worse nor significantly better values of the relighting system are apparent. It can

be emphasized that the relighting system adds self-shadowing and highlights to the input

video image. These lighting effects are matched to the contour of the input image and allow

the virtual lighting to be mapped into the image. This makes it easier to see the direction,

strength and color of the virtual light in the generated image.

Different parameters in the system are adjustable. The strength of the tessellation and

the level of detail of the contour data have an influence on the generated geometry. In

summary, the newly lit images of the relighting system do not represent realistic illumination

of the real scene with virtual lighting. However, the generated three-dimensional geometry

makes directional lighting effects more recognizable on the input image, embedding the video



Proposed system Simple plane Real lighting (Ref.)

psnr=20,58 ssim=0,85

lpips=0,13

psnr=20,00 ssim=0,90

lpips=0,13

psnr=23,20 ssim=0,88

lpips=0,07

psnr=24,46 ssim=14,34

lpips=0,09

psnr=21,12 ssim=0,86

lpips=0,11

psnr=22,70 ssim=0,85

lpips=0,09

Table 2: Comparison shots between a simple plane virtually illuminated and the relighting

system.



texture in the virtual scene.

5 Conclusion

To map the real geometry, the system could be extended with depth cameras. The image of

the depth camera can also be used as a height map, so that the height map would no longer

be generated, but would correspond to an actual representation of reality. However, the

different projection and position of the depth camera and the video camera must be taken

into account.

A congruent matching of an avatar geometry to the person in the video image would

allow the use of more detailed geometry and significantly improve the quality of the image

results. Using a multi-camera setup to generate the geometry allows for the generation

of geometry specific to the person. Continuous matching of the geometry volume to the

person’s volume could also be used to generate congruent geometry. To solve adaptations

of this more complex nature, an implementation using artificial neural networks is likely to

be helpful. The system does not consider surface and material properties for illumination;

an arbitrary given illumination model is assumed. Estimation of surface properties would

be useful to correctly calculate specular lighting properties or to consider volume scattering

of the human skin.

A relighting system has been developed that augments an incoming video stream in real

time with geometry containing depth information. Correct positioning is given by integrating

a markerless motion tracking system. The relighting system allows for a better representation

of virtual lighting in the video image, enables surface effects such as self-shadowing and

specular highlights, and offers a full integration of the textured geometry into the lighting

calculation of a virtual scene. The depth information is mapped by a generic function and

has no relation to the actual surface geometry of the real scene.
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